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When presented with a gamble involving a chance of winning $9, participants rate it as only moderately attractive. However, when other participants are presented with a gamble that adds a chance of losing 5 cents –
resulting in gamble that is strictly worse – they rate it as much more attractive. This surprising effect has
previously been explained in terms of the small loss increasing the affective evaluability of $9. This paper argues
for an alternative model, in which the baseline and small-loss gambles evoke different reference sets for comparison. In inferring a relevant reference set, people are sensitive to both the objective content and the framing of
a gamble. The model distinguishes between two effects of evoked reference sets on behavior – an obligatory (and
rational) effect on scale interpretation, and an optional (but not rational) effect on the internal representation of
value. Five experiments provide strong evidence for the evoked reference set model. Data from attractiveness
ratings suggest large and consistent reference set effects on scale interpretation, while data from willingness-topay and choice tasks suggest that effects on the internal representation of value are less robust.

1. Introduction
Context effects in decision making are said to occur when seemingly
irrelevant changes to the choice environment affect judgments and
choices (e.g., Huber, Payne, & Puto, 1982; Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971;
Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993; Read, Olivola, & Hardisty, 2017).
Such effects are of interest in part because they appear to violate
principles of rational choice. However, it is often difficult to know
whether a change in context is irrelevant or instead provides information that a rational actor would utilize. Thus, it is crucial to analyze
what information might be conveyed by a given change in context, as
well as whether the information is sufficient to explain participants'
behavior (e.g., McKenzie, Sher, Leong, & Müller-Trede, 2018; Sher &
McKenzie, 2006, 2011, 2014; Wernerfelt, 1995).
Slovic, Finucane, Peters, and MacGregor (2002) reported an intriguing effect in risky choice. Some participants were presented with a
“standard” gamble with a 7/36 chance of winning $9 and a 29/36
chance of winning nothing. How attractive would it be to play the
gamble one time? Participants’ mean response was 9.4 on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all attractive) to 20 (very attractive). Other participants were presented with the same gamble, but a small loss component was added. Instead of a 29/36 chance of winning nothing, there
was a 29/36 chance of losing 5 cents. Although the small-loss gamble is
⁎

strictly worse than the standard gamble, the mean attractiveness rating
increased to 14.9. Adding the small loss affected choices, as well.
Compared to those presented with the standard gamble, participants
presented with the small-loss gamble were more likely to prefer playing
the gamble to receiving $2 for sure (61% vs. 33%).
To explain these seemingly counter-normative effects, Slovic et al.
(2002) hypothesized that participants use an “affect heuristic”, which
assumes that, “in the process of making a judgment or decision, people
consult or refer to the positive and negative feelings consciously or
unconsciously associated with the mental representations of the task”
(Bateman, Dent, Peters, Slovic, & Starmer, 2007, p. 366). Slovic et al.
proposed that, without the small loss outcome, it is difficult to know
how good the $9 outcome is, since there is nothing to compare it with.
Because it is difficult to evaluate $9 on its own, participants focus on
the 7/36 probability, which is low, and therefore rate the gamble as
only slightly attractive. By adding the small loss outcome, however, $9
becomes “evaluable” (e.g., Hsee, 1996) and “comes alive with feeling”
(Bateman et al., 2007), thereby increasing the gamble's appeal. We will
refer to this explanation as the “affective evaluability” account.
While the affective evaluability account is plausible, it fails to address some basic questions. First, why does “lose 5 cents” increase the
affective evaluability of $9 more than “win nothing” does? Perhaps
there is something special about a $0 outcome that hinders evaluability
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(e.g., it cannot enter into ratio calculations). However, Bateman et al.
(2007) reported that a gamble with the second outcome described as
“lose nothing” was rated as much more attractive than the same gamble
with the second outcome described as “win nothing”. The affective
evaluability of the $9 outcome appears to be the same in the two $0outcome gambles, so why are the resulting ratings so different? Bateman et al. suggested that the difference was due to the more “positive
tone” of “lose nothing”, but this explanation is different from the affective evaluability explanation (because evaluability is no longer a
component). Parsimony is reduced when one account (affective evaluability) is used to explain the difference in ratings when the second
outcome is “win 0” vs. “lose 5 cents” and a second account (“tone”) is
used to explain the difference when the outcomes are “win 0” vs. “lose
0”. Finally, Bateman et al. showed that adding a small gain outcome of 5
cents also increased the attractiveness of the standard gamble, but not
as much as adding the small loss did. Why is the evaluability of $9 aided
more by the small loss than by the small gain?

attention and physiological arousal (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013). Reference sets are also influenced by whether outcomes are positive or
negative. McGraw, Larsen, Kahneman, and Schkade (2010) noted that
loss aversion (“losses loom larger than gains”) is robust in choice tasks
but often disappears when participants rate how gains and losses would
make them feel. They argued that, while choice compels participants to
directly compare gains and losses, asking for ratings often leads participants to evaluate the outcome relative to other outcomes with the
same valence. That is, when asked to rate the intensity of losing $15, it
is natural to rate it relative to other losses, and when asked to rate a
gain of $15, it is natural to compare it with other gains. Because they
are normalized to different implicit reference sets, comparing such
ratings can be misleading. In another study, following up on an experiment by Birnbaum (1999), Leong, McKenzie, Sher, and MüllerTrede (2019) elicited subjective ratings of the “largeness” of the numbers 2 and −2 in a between-subjects design. On average, participants
rated the number 2 as smaller than the number −2, because, those
authors argued, 2 evokes a reference set of natural numbers (relative to
which 2 is small) while −2 evokes a reference set of integers (relative
to which −2 is neither large nor small).1
In a theoretical article, Kahneman and Miller (1986) proposed a
similar explanation of the (then unpublished) small-loss effect on attractiveness ratings. They suggested that the standard gamble and the
small-loss gamble evoke different norms (an evoked set of exemplars
that serves as a representation of a normal outcome or category
member, roughly analogous to a reference set) because the gambles
differ in terms of “the presence or absence of risk of loss” (p. 142). “The
[small-loss] bet appears very favorable among bets that involve a risk of
loss, but a modest chance to win $9 is mediocre in a context of purely
positive prospects” (pp. 141–142). Our account can be viewed as both a
refinement and an extension of their explanation and, for the first time,
we present empirical evidence in support of it. In what follows, we
distinguish between two different routes whereby reference sets can
affect ratings and choices, and we relate the reference sets that gamble
descriptions evoke to task-relevant information that “leaks” from a
speaker’s choice of frame (Sher & McKenzie, 2006).
Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed account of how a single gamble is
evaluated in isolation. We focus first on the process involved in rating a
gamble on an ambiguous subjective scale (choices are considered
below). To generate a rating, it is necessary to form some internal representation of the value of the gamble, and also to construct an interpretation of the rating scale, in order to map the internally represented value onto a specific scale level. That is, the subjective appeal
of the gamble must be determined, and this internal representation of
value must be translated into an informative response on the rating
scale. We assume that a gamble is composed of not only its objective
components (probabilities and outcomes), but also its description or
framing (e.g., “win 0” vs. “lose 0”). The objective components of the
gamble directly influence the internal representation of value, independent of the specific scale used to report evaluations. Highly
probable large gains make a gamble valuable, for example.
To interpret an ambiguous rating scale (e.g., a 0–20 “attractiveness”
scale), a reference set must be used to anchor the scale values. Holding
the internal representation of subjective value fixed, the better the reference set is, the lower the rating corresponding to that level of subjective value will be. For example, a gamble which offers a chance of

1.1. Evoked reference sets
An alternative and more parsimonious explanation of the results is
that the different gambles evoke different reference sets for comparison.
When presented with a single gamble and asked how attractive it is, the
natural question is: Compared to what? Indeed, this question must be
answered by participants at some level in order to interpret the subjective attractiveness scale (e.g., what counts as a 12 on the scale?).
Because the standard gamble involves only wins, we suspect that, for
many participants, the evoked reference set consists of other gambles
involving only wins. However, when the small loss is added, the resulting gamble includes both a winning and a losing outcome, and will
presumably evoke a reference set of gambles involving wins and losses.
Relative to an inferior reference set, any fixed gamble will be more
attractive by comparison. Thus, when the small loss is added, the
downward-shifted reference set will tend to inflate the gamble’s rated
attractiveness. In particular, relative to a win-lose reference set, a 5cent loss is about as good as a loss can be, while, relative to a win-win
reference set, winning nothing is the worst possible outcome. The same
account naturally explains why the gamble is rated as much more attractive when the second outcome is described as “lose 0” (suggesting a
win-lose reference set) rather than “win 0” (suggesting a win-win set),
although all outcomes are the same.
Note that, while the affective evaluability account focuses on the
difficulty of putting the $9 outcome in context, the evoked reference set
account focuses on how to put the entire gamble in context. We are
suggesting that the small-loss effect on attractiveness ratings is due to
the gambles being compared to the different reference sets that their
outcomes or descriptions evoke.
Much research has shown that subjective ratings can be influenced
by context, especially by other stimuli presented during the experiment,
which serve as the reference set (e.g., Parducci, 1965, 1995). Importantly, though, Slovic et al. (2002) presented only a single gamble
for participants to rate; that is, there were no other gambles presented
to serve as a reference set. However, there is evidence that, when a
target stimulus belongs to a salient category, people will appropriate
the category as a reference set. For example, when rating the heights of
a series of males and females on a subjective scale, participants use the
target’s gender as a reference set (Biernat, Manis, & Nelson, 1991). That
is, if the target is female, participants will rate the target’s height relative to other females. Thus, the same objective height, say 5′ 7″, could
be rated as “somewhat tall” if the target is female, but as “somewhat
short” if the target is male.
The standard and small-loss gambles studied by Slovic et al. (2002)
differ in terms of whether only wins are involved, or both wins and
losses, and it has been shown that the inclusion of positive and/or negative outcomes can influence behavior in a variety of ways. For example, the presence of a potential loss in risky choice increases

1
In Birnbaum's (1999) original study, participants in a between-subjects design rated the number 9 as larger than the number 221. Consistent with the
present analysis, Birnbaum speculated that 9 evokes a reference set of one-digit
numbers whereas 221 evoked a reference set of three-digit numbers. However,
Leong et al. (2019) showed that the “9 > 221 effect” is more complicated: It
critically depends on the numerical values included in the rating scale itself,
which, in this task, may also influence the evoked reference set to which the
target is compared.
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Fig. 1. Proposed model of how a single gamble is evaluated. The objective components of the gamble affect its internal representation of value, and the objective
components and the gamble's description (or frame) evoke a reference set. When the gamble is evaluated on an underspecified subjective scale, the reference set must
be used to interpret the scale (top solid arrow), and an inferior evoked reference set leads to higher ratings. The model includes a second optional path (broken arrow)
whereby reference sets may directly induce contrast effects on internal representation of value, potentially leading to scale-independent effects.

winning $9 will receive a much lower rating if the top rating of 20
corresponds to a chance to win $1000 rather than a chance to win $10.
In Fig. 1, the objective components of the gamble not only influence the
internal representation of value, but also influence which reference set
is evoked. Importantly, when only a single option is presented, the
relevant range of outcomes is unspecified. What should participants do
under such circumstances? One strategy would be for them to throw up
their hands and respond either randomly or with the midpoint on the
scale. At least some participants do not adopt this strategy, as different
gambles lead to systematically different responses. Instead, participants
apparently try to provide meaningful responses by answering the implicit “Compared to what?” reference set question as best they can. In
particular, we assume that the presentation of a gamble involving only
wins is relatively likely to evoke a reference set of other gambles involving only wins, whereas a gamble with potential win and loss outcomes is more likely to evoke a reference set of gambles involving both
wins and losses.
This pattern of behavior is reasonable if participants assume that the
focal gamble has been drawn from a larger relevant consideration set.
For example, a gamble involving both wins and losses could not have
been sampled from a population of gambles involving only wins. A
single gamble can provide compelling evidence regarding the population from which it was sampled. Furthermore, human decision makers
are highly sensitive to such evidence, drawing strong population inferences from small samples when little other information is available
(Sher & McKenzie, 2014; see also Vul, Goodman, Griffiths, &
Tenenbaum, 2014).
We also assume that the description (or framing) of the gamble can
influence the evoked reference set. A gamble with outcomes of “win $9”
and “win $0” and a gamble with outcomes of “win $9” and “lose $0”
have the same objective outcomes, but different descriptions. The
former description may be more likely to evoke a reference set of
gambles involving only wins, and the latter a reference set involving
wins and losses. Whether this is reasonable depends on whether the
description provides evidence about the reference set (context) from
which the single gamble was sampled. If “speakers” are more likely to
describe a $0 outcome as “win nothing” when other gambles in the
immediate context involve only wins compared to when the other
gambles involve wins and losses, then it would be reasonable for a
“listener” to infer that other gambles in the set involve only wins when
the $0 outcome is framed as “win nothing” (see Leong, McKenzie, Sher,
& Müller-Trede, 2017; McKenzie & Nelson, 2003; Sher & McKenzie,

2006; Teigen & Karevold, 2005). Below, we report evidence that people
are, in fact, more likely to describe a $0 outcome as “win nothing”
(rather than “lose nothing”) when other gambles in the set involve
primarily wins rather than a mix of wins and losses. Thus a gamble with
a small loss, or with a zero outcome framed as a loss, suggests an inferior reference set for the anchoring of scale values, resulting in an
increase in ratings.
The preceding description of the rating process is essentially a
simple rational analysis of the small-loss effect on attractiveness ratings.
The effect can be explained by the obligatory use of an implicit context
to interpret an ambiguous judgment scale, assuming that participants
draw reasonable inferences about underlying reference sets from the
(framed) gamble they sample. However, in Fig. 1, the broken arrow
from “evoked context” to “internal representation of value” represents
another potential route in the model that, though neither obligatory nor
normative, is psychologically plausible. Evoked contexts might influence ratings not just via scale interpretation, but also via effects on the
internal representation of value. It is possible, for example, that adding
the small loss not only increases ratings because an inferior reference
set is used to interpret the scale, but also because the inferior reference
set makes the gamble “feel” more valuable by subjective contrast.
How can we know whether attractiveness ratings are being driven
by scale interpretation only, or by both scale interpretation and changes
in internal representation of value? One way is to eliminate scale interpretation as a feasible route and see if the small-loss effect persists. If
it does, then this would indicate that evoked context is influencing the
internal representation of value over and above its effect on scale interpretation. This possibility is most naturally examined by using
choices rather than subjective ratings as the dependent measure.
1.2. Ratings vs. choices
Recall that Slovic et al. (2002) reported that, when given a choice
between playing the gamble one time and receiving $2 for sure, participants more often preferred the gamble when the 5-cent loss was
added. That is, participants not only rated the small-loss gamble as
more attractive, but also more often preferred it to a sure amount.
Because there is no ambiguous rating scale to interpret, no reference set
needs, in principle, to be evoked in this choice task. Instead, the two
options, the gamble and a certain $2, only need to be compared to each
other. Whether the gamble was drawn from a set involving only wins or
from a set involving wins and losses has no obvious normative
3
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relevance for preference between the gamble and a sure gain of $2.
Choice effects can nonetheless be explained by the model in Fig. 1 if
reference sets (a) are evoked even in choice tasks and (b) influence the
internal representation of value (broken arrow). Specifically, the perceived value of the gamble may exhibit a contrast effect relative to the
evoked reference set, making it feel more choiceworthy when the reference set is inferior. Such an effect could be explained by multi-attribute choice models (e.g., Mellers & Cooke, 1994) which apply the
principles of range-frequency theory (Parducci, 1965) to account for
context effects on perceived value. It would also be consistent with
decision by sampling theory (Stewart, Chater, & Brown, 2006; Stewart,
Reimers, & Harris, 2015; but see Alempaki et al., in press), according to
which the subjective value of a particular gain (or loss) is determined
by a series of binary ordinal comparisons with other gains (or losses) in
memory. If a zero outcome framed as a “win” is compared to other
remembered wins, the “win 0” outcome will fare poorly in the relvant
binary comparisons while the “lose 0” and “lose 5 cent” outcomes will
fare well relative to remembered losses. We revisit the relationship
between our proposed account and decision by sampling theory in the
General Discussion.
Because choice tasks eliminate the need for response scale interpretation, the model in Fig. 1 implies that, if there is any effect on
choice of adding the small loss to the standard gamble, then the evoked
reference set is influencing the internal representation of value. The
same reasoning applies to willingness-to-pay (WTP) judgments, for
which the response scale has a definite objective meaning independent
of the reference set. Whereas there are two routes in the model for
evoked reference sets to influence subjective ratings, there is only one
route to influence choice and WTP. By examining the pattern of results
in judgment vs. choice tasks, we should be able to draw conclusions
about the relative influence of evoked reference sets on the internal
representation of value in both tasks. For example, if the small-loss
effect is much weaker, or non-existent, for choices as compared to
ratings, this would suggest not only that evoked reference sets have
little or no influence on choice, but also that scale interpretation is
accounting for most or all of the effect in the ratings task. However, if
the small-loss effect is similar for both ratings and choices, this would
suggest that evoked reference sets influence perceived value in both
tasks, and that differences in scale interpretation are not essential for
the small-loss effect on ratings.
Bateman et al. (2007) and Slovic et al. (2002) reported a total of
four choice experiments examining the small-loss effect. They looked at
participants’ country of origin (US and UK) and the size of the sure
amount that was offered along with the gamble (2 dollars/pounds and 4
dollars/pounds). The two experiments using 2 dollars/pounds as the
sure amount resulted in a significant effect: Participants preferred the
gamble to the sure amount more often when the small loss was added to
the standard gamble. The two experiments using 4 dollars/pounds did
not result in a significant effect. It might be that the larger sure amount
resulted in a floor effect and masked the small-loss effect. However, it
could also be that the effect on choices is less robust than the effect on
ratings. More data are needed to see if the small-loss effect on choice is
as strong and consistent as the effect on ratings.

evaluability account predicts that adding the 5-cent loss will increase
the affective evaluability of the $9 loss and therefore be less attractive,
whereas the evoked reference set account predicts that the 5-cent loss
will evoke an inferior reference set and thus make the gamble more
attractive. Following up on equivocal findings in the choice task, Experiment 3 compares attractiveness ratings (which require an implicit
reference set) and WTP judgments (which do not) in an otherwise
closely matched task. Next, Experiment 4 more directly probes effects of
the target gamble on scale interpretation, by asking participants to
provide an example of one gamble that they would give a very low
rating, and one that they would give a very high rating. Finally, Experiment 5 tests whether the reference sets that different gambles evoke
are reasonable. We do so by reversing the process: Rather than manipulate the gambles and infer which reference set is evoked, we manipulate the reference set – whether a set of gambles involves primarily
gains or a mix of gains and losses – and see if this influences whether a
gamble outcome of $0 is described as “win nothing” or “lose nothing”.
The results from the experiments provide strong support for the proposed account and indicate that evoked reference sets have large and
consistent effects on scale interpretation, but that their effect on the
internal representation of value is much less robust.
2. Experiment 1
Our first experiment involves three conditions that have not been
tested together previously: The standard gamble (henceforth W9/W0),
the small-loss gamble (W9/L0.05), and the “lose nothing” gamble (W9/
L0). The first two conditions have been compared (Bateman et al.,
2007; Slovic et al., 2002), as have the first and third (Bateman et al.,
2007), but the three conditions have not been examined within a single
study. The evoked reference set account makes a clear prediction about
the ordering of attractiveness ratings in the three conditions: W9/
W0 < W9/L0.05 < W9/L0. Recall that Bateman et al. provided different explanations of the difference in results between the first two
conditions (affective evaluability) and between the first and third
conditions (tone), whereas the evoked reference set account can parsimoniously explain the differences between all three.
In addition, choice data have not previously been collected for the
W9/L0 gamble, and we do so in this experiment. Comparing choices
(between each gamble and a sure amount) across these three gambles is
expected to shed light on any effect of evoked reference sets on the
internal representation of value.
Relatedly, we also asked some participants to provide WTP judgments (i.e., the most they would be willing to pay to play the gamble
one time). WTP judgments have not previously been used for these
gambles, and they are potentially useful because, unlike choices, they
provide a scaled response while, unlike attractiveness ratings, they do
not require participants to impute contextual meaning to an underspecified subjective scale.
Finally, previous experiments comparing responses between the
W9/W0 and the W9/L0.05 gambles have confounded the gamble with
the manner in which the second outcome is communicated to participants (Bateman et al., 2007; Slovic et al., 2002). The W9/L0.05 gamble
has always been presented explicitly as:

1.3. Overview of experiments

7/36 to win $9
29/36 to lose 5¢

In what follows, we report five experiments that replicate the smallloss effect on ratings, test competing predictions of the affective evaluability and evoked reference set accounts, and address the two routes,
depicted in Fig. 1, whereby evoked contexts can influence behavior.
Experiment 1 replicates and extends earlier research by comparing
judgments and choices for the three critical gambles (in which the
second outcome is “win 0”, “lose 5 cents”, or “lose 0”) within a single
design. Experiment 2 provides a critical test of the competing accounts
by not only manipulating the small outcome, but also manipulating
whether the large outcome is a $9 win or a $9 loss. The affective

By contrast, when participants have been presented with the W9/
W0 gamble, the 29/36 chance of winning nothing is not placed right
below the first outcome, but is instead stated in the general instructions
to participants (see Bateman et al.’s Fig. 1). Thus, one reason for the
small-loss effect, as mentioned by Bateman et al. (see their Footnote 6),
could simply be that affective evaluability for the W9/L0.05 gamble is
higher because attention is drawn to the small-loss outcome by placing
it next to the $9 outcome. To test this possibility, the current
4
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experiment made explicit the implicit “win nothing” outcome in Slovic
et al. and Bateman et al. by placing “29/36 chance to win $0.00” immediately below “7/36 chance to win $9.00”. Read et al. (2017) found
that making an implicit $0 outcome explicit can, under certain circumstances, influence intertemporal choices.

% Choosing to Play Gamble

100

2.1. Method
Participants were 308 UC San Diego undergraduates who received
partial course credit (65% female, mean age = 20). They were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: W9/W0, W9/L0.05, or W9/
L0. The task was a paper-and-pencil survey that was part of a series of
experiments taking less than an hour. After a general introductory page,
participants in the W9/W0 condition read the following:

60
50
40
30
20
10
W9/W0

W9/L0.05

W9/L0

Fig. 3. Experiment 1: Percentage of participants choosing to play each gamble
rather than receive $2 for sure. Standard error bars are shown.

outcome was explicit, the original effect is not due to the fact that “win
$0.00” was implicit. Nor is it due to the fact that there is something
special about a $0 outcome that hinders affective evaluability, because
W9/L0 was considered more attractive than W9/L0.05. Moreover, affective evaluability is presumably held constant for the W9/W0 and
W9/L0 gambles, and the latter was judged much more attractive than
the former.
2.2.2. Choices
Fig. 3 shows how often participants chose to play each gamble rather than receive $2 for sure (n = 153), and the pattern is similar to that
for attractiveness ratings. Participants in the W9/W0 condition chose
the gamble least often and those in the W9/L0 condition chose it most
often (Ms = 0.33, 0.45, 0.59). A log-linear analysis showed an effect of
Gamble, χ2 = 6.8, p = .034. Separate chi-squared tests, though, revealed that only the W9/W0 and W9/L0 conditions were significantly
different from each other, χ2(1, N = 102) = 6.7, p = .01, φ = 0.26.
(For W9/W0 vs. W9/L0.05, p = .17, φ = 0.14, and for W9/L0.05 vs.
W9/L0, p = .22, φ = 0.12.) Affective evaluability alone cannot explain
the difference between the two $0-outcome gambles. However, the
pattern of results is consistent with the evoked reference set account,
assuming that reference sets are affecting the internal representation of
value.

2.2. Results and discussion
2.2.1. Attractiveness ratings
Fig. 2 shows the results for the attractiveness ratings (N = 308). As
predicted by the evoked reference set account, mean ratings conformed
to the order W9/W0 < W9/L0.05 < W9/L0 (Ms = 8.1, 10.9, 14.1). A
one-way ANOVA revealed an effect of Gamble (F(2, 305) = 26.2,
p < .001), and pairwise contrasts showed that each condition mean
was different from the other (ts > 3.5, ps < 0.001, Cohen’s ds >
0.49). Because participants found the W9/W0 gamble to be less attractive than the W9/L0.05 gamble, even though the “win $0.00”

2.2.3. Willingness to pay
The WTP results were difficult to interpret (n = 155). Indeed, 24%
of participants reported being willing to pay more than $9 – which is
the most they could win by playing the gamble. After eliminating these
participants (who were evenly distributed across the three conditions),
mean WTP was $2.59, $3.11, and $2.54 for the W9/W0, W9/L0.05, and
W9/L0 conditions, respectively. A one-way ANOVA revealed no effect
of gamble, F(2,115) < 1. One way to interpret this lack of effect is that
evoked reference sets affect the construal of ambiguous subjective
scales, but that they have little or no effect on the use of a fully interpreted scale like WTP. However, the need to eliminate 24% of responses
raises obvious concerns about the meaningfulness of these data. For
reasons that are unclear to us, participants apparently had difficulty
understanding the WTP question. (We will use a more structured WTP
task in Experiment 3.)
In sum, Experiment 1 confirmed the predictions regarding attractiveness ratings and choices made by the evoked reference set account,
and cannot be fully explained by affective evaluability. The effects of
gamble on choice suggest that part of the effect on attractiveness ratings
may be due to inflated internal representation of value, not just scale
interpretation. The effects on choice appear less robust than those on

20
18
Mean Attractiveness

70

Gamble

In the W9/L0.05 and the W9/L0 conditions, “win $0.00” was replaced by “lose $0.05” and “lose $0.00”, respectively. All participants
reported how attractive they found the gamble by circling one number
on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all attractive) to 20 (very attractive).
On the same page, half of the participants in each condition then reported whether they would prefer to play the gamble once or receive
$2.00 for sure, and the other half reported WTP by answering the
question, “What is the most you would be willing to pay to play this
gamble one time?”.

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
W9/L0.05

80

0

Imagine that you have the opportunity to play the gamble below one
time for real money. The outcome is determined by spinning a wheel
of fortune with 36 areas of equal size. Seven of the areas are green,
and 29 of the areas are red. If the spinner lands on a green area, you
win $9.00. If the spinner lands on a red area, you win $0.00.
So the gamble is this:
7/36 chance to win $9.00
29/36 chance to win $0.00

W9/W0

90

W9/L0

Gamble
Fig. 2. Experiment 1: Attractiveness ratings as a function of the different
gambles. Standard error bars are shown.
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ratings, though, which suggests that scale interpretation explains much
of the effect on attractiveness ratings. However, the sample size for the
choice data was only half that for the ratings data, thereby limiting
power.

Mean Attractiveness Rating

10

3. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to provide an even more direct test of
the evoked reference set and affective evaluability accounts. Two new
conditions were created that were identical to W9/W0 and W9/L0.05,
but instead of a 7/36 chance to win $9, there was a 7/36 chance to lose
$9. The affective evaluability account predicts that adding the small
loss will make the $9 loss more evaluable and therefore attractiveness
should decrease. By contrast, the evoked reference set account predicts
that adding the small loss will evoke a diminished reference set, resulting in increased attractiveness ratings for both the $9 win and the $9
loss gambles.
In addition, participants were again asked to choose between one
gamble and a sure amount to shed additional light on whether inflated
internal representation of value is influencing choices and, by extension, ratings.

8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10

W9/W0

W9/L0.05

L9/W0

L9/L0.05

Gamble
Fig. 4. Experiment 2: Attractiveness ratings as a function of the different
gambles. Standard error bars are shown.

100
% Choosing to Play Gamble

3.1. Method
Participants were 220 UCSD undergraduates who received partial
course credit (73% female, mean age = 20). They were randomly assigned to one of four conditions (n = 55 in each), and the experiment
took the form of a paper-and-pencil survey. In two conditions, participants were presented with either the standard gamble (W9/W0) or the
small loss gamble (W9/L0.05) as in Experiment 1. In the other two
conditions, the second outcomes were the same as the first two conditions, but the first outcome involved a 7/36 chance to lose $9 (L9/W0
and L9/L0.05, respectively). In Experiment 2, as in previous published
studies (Bateman et al., 2007; Slovic et al., 2002), the “win nothing”
outcome was not explicit (i.e., it was not placed below “7/36 chance to
win [lose] $9.00”), but was stated in instructions accompanying the
gamble. The stimuli were virtually identical to those presented in Bateman et al.’s Fig. 1 (including a visual depiction of a wheel of fortune).
We attempted to replicate earlier published articles as closely as possible. Because the new gambles involved only losses, we changed the
attractiveness scale to range from −10 (extremely unattractive) to +10
(extremely attractive). Participants in the two W9 conditions then reported whether they would prefer to play the gamble once or to receive
$2 for sure, and those in the two L9 conditions reported whether they
would prefer to play the gamble once or to lose $2 for sure.

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

W9/W0

W9/L0.05

L9/W0

L9/L0.05

Gamble
Fig. 5. Experiment 2: Percentage of participants who preferred the gamble to
either a sure gain of $2 (left two bars) or a sure loss of $2 (right two bars).
Standard error bars are shown.

results for attractiveness ratings suggest that evoked reference sets exert
a consistently strong influence on scale interpretation.
These results also speak to whether adding the small loss affects
how participants interpret the $9 outcome (as predicted by the affective
evaluability account) or interpret the gamble more generally (as predicted by the evoked reference set account). On the former account, the
effects would have gone in opposite directions for the $9 gain and the
$9 loss gambles. The fact that adding a small loss increased ratings for
both gambles indicates that the evaluability of the $9 outcome is not
central to the effect.

3.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 4 illustrates the attractiveness results. The left two bars show
that the usual effect was replicated: Adding the small loss to the W9/W0
gamble made it more attractive, t(108) = 3.31, p = .001, d = 0.63,
Ms = 0.6, 3.7. The right two bars represent the critical comparison, and
show that adding the small loss to the L9/W0 gamble made it more
attractive, as well, t(107) = 3.55, p < .001, d = 0.68, Ms = −6.5,
−2.4. This is consistent with the evoked reference set prediction and is
opposite the affective evaluability prediction.
Fig. 5 shows how often participants preferred to play the gamble
(rather than receive $2 for sure in the W9 conditions or lose $2 for sure
in the L9 conditions). Adding the small loss increased choices slightly in
both the W9 (from 0.44 to 0.49) and the L9 cases (from 0.71 to 0.76),
but the increases were not close to significant (χ2s < 1, φs = 0.05,
0.06). This is inconsistent with affective evaluability, which predicts
that the 5-cent loss will increase choices for the W9/W0 gamble and
decrease choices for the L9/W0 gamble. These choice results suggest
that evoked reference sets did not have much influence on the internal
representation of value (broken arrow in Fig. 1). Nonetheless, the

4. Experiment 3
The attractiveness results of Experiments 1 and 2 support the
evoked reference set account of why seemingly inconsequential
changes to gambles have large effects. A single account can explain
both why adding a small loss to a gamble increases its rated attractiveness, as well as why there is a large difference in response to gamble
descriptions that are logically equivalent – i.e., the W9/W0 and W9/L0
gambles.
The choice results also support the evoked reference set account
over affective evaluability, but they were less clear with respect to
whether evoked reference sets were influencing choices. Because no
rating scale interpretation is required for the choice task, any influence
6
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of reference sets on choice suggests that the effect is driven via the
internal representation of value (the broken arrow in Fig. 1). This is not
only difficult to justify normatively, but it would also suggest that this
path in the model may be influencing attractiveness ratings, over and
above the (necessary) effect of scale interpretation. While the effects on
attractiveness ratings in Experiments 1 and 2 were large and consistent,
the effects on choices were less robust. The results of Experiment 1
seemed to indicate that evoked reference sets were influencing choice
(Fig. 3), but only one of the three pairwise comparisons was significant
(W9/W0 vs. W9/L0). In Experiment 2, adding the small loss had no
significant effect on choices for either the W9/W0 gamble or the L9/W0
gamble, though the small effects were in the direction expected if reference sets were influencing the internal representation of value
(Fig. 5).
Comparing results between attractiveness ratings and choices is
complicated by the fact that the former are on an interval scale and the
latter are dichotomous. In the current experiment, we examined attractiveness ratings and WTP in order to see if adding a small loss affects a well-defined, scaled variable. We changed the WTP directions
and question in a manner intended to elicit more meaningful responses
than in Experiment 1. Furthermore, both the attractiveness and the
WTP response scales were modified in order to make them similar to
each other – both were essentially 21-point scales. If we find that
adding the small loss continues to have a large effect on attractiveness
ratings, but has a small or no effect on WTP, this would provide additional evidence that adding the small loss affects how value is expressed
on a subjective response scale, but has little effect on the internal representation of value.

20

20
Standard Gamble
Small-Loss Gamble

18

Mean Rating

16

18
16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

Attractiveness

WTP

0

Fig. 6. Experiment 3: Mean attractiveness ratings for the standard and smallloss gambles (left two bars) and mean willingness-to-pay (WTP; right two bars).
WTP was converted to the 21-point scale used by participants, where each point
corresponded to a $0.5 dollar increment (e.g., a WTP of $3 corresponds to a
rating of 6). Standard error bars are shown.

and the results showed no significant effect of the gamble. Because we
found the smallest effect on choices when there was no ratings task
(Experiment S1) and the largest effect when ratings came first (Experiment 1), it was conceivable that the obligatory use of a reference set
in the ratings task was influencing subsequent choices. To test this, we
manipulated whether ratings or choice came first in Experiment S2. In
this experiment, the choice was between playing one of the three
(randomly assigned) gambles and receiving $3 for sure. The results
showed that the order of response mode did not matter, and W9/W0
was chosen significantly less often than both W9/L0.05 and W9/L0,
which were not significantly different from each other. Taken together,
the choice and WTP results from Experiments 1–3 and Experiments S1S2 indicate inconsistent and relatively small effects of gamble on the
internal representation of value, but consistent and large effects on
scale interpretation.

4.1. Method
Participants were 280 UCSD undergraduates (76% female, mean
age = 20) who received partial course credit for participation. They
were randomly assigned to one of four conditions. Participants in the
two attractiveness conditions were presented with either the standard
gamble (W9/L0) or the small-loss gamble (W9/L0.05) and rated its
attractiveness on a 21-point vertical scale, ranging between 0 at the top
(“not at all attractive”) and 21 at the bottom (“extremely attractive”;
see Appendix A). Participants placed an X next to one number. The two
WTP conditions presented either the standard or small-loss gamble and
asked participants to indicate the largest amount of money they would
be willing to pay to play the gamble one time. They responded on a 21point vertical scale that ranged from $0.00 to $10.00 in $0.50 increments by placing an X next to one of the dollar values (see Appendix A).

5. Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was designed to provide a more direct test of the claim
that adding the small loss affects attractiveness ratings because it influences how participants interpret the subjective rating scale.
Participants were first asked to rate either the W9/W0 or the W9/L0
gamble on the 0–20 attractiveness scale. They were then asked to
provide an example of a gamble to which they would give a very low
rating (1 out of 20) and an example of a gamble to which they would
give a very high rating (19 out of 20). These examples allow us to
compare the reference sets (what counts as a very unattractive and very
attractive gamble?) that are induced in the two conditions. We expected
that reference sets would be shifted upward in the W9/W0 condition,
where the initial gamble is described in “win-win” terms, relative to the
W9/L0 condition, where the same gamble is described in “win-lose”
terms.

4.2. Results and discussion
The results are displayed in Fig. 6. The left side shows that the usual
finding was replicated using the slightly modified attractiveness scale:
Adding the small loss increased attractiveness ratings from 8.5 to 11.4, t
(138) = 2.79, p = .006, d = 0.47. The right side shows the results for
the WTP conditions, with responses converted to the 21-point scale.
Adding the small loss did not significantly increase WTP, t < 1,
d = 0.14, Ms = 5.8 ($2.90) and 6.5 ($3.25). It is worth noting that this
modified WTP task led to much more coherent responses; only 3.6% of
participants (5 out of 140) reported being willing to pay more than $9,
compared to 24% in Experiment 1. Eliminating these 5 participants led
to almost identical WTP for the standard and small-loss gambles, $2.80
(rating = 5.59) and $2.84 (rating = 5.67), respectively.
In Supplementary Material available online, we report two additional experiments that examined the effect of gamble on choice. Experiment S1 asked 249 participants to choose between receiving $2 for
sure and playing either the W9/W0, W9/L0.05, or W9/L0 gamble.
Unlike previous experiments, there was no ratings task, only a choice,

5.1. Method
Participants were 140 UCSD undergraduates who received partial
course credit. Eleven participants were excluded because of responses
that were either incorrectly formatted (e.g., missing words) or evidently
confused (e.g., a high-rated gamble dominated by the low-rated
gamble), leaving 129 participants (70% female, mean age = 20) in the
analyses reported below. Participants were assigned to one of two
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conditions, in which they first rated either the W9/W0 gamble (n = 63)
or the W9/L0 gamble (n = 66) on the 21-point scale, where 0 = “not all
attractive” and 20 = “extremely attractive”.
On the next page, they were then asked to provide an example of a
gamble that they would rate as 1 on the scale, and to provide an example of a gamble that they would rate as 19. To do so, participants
filled in the blank spaces corresponding to two outcomes in a gamble
description. The probabilities were provided and were the same as the
probabilities in the original gamble they rated. That is, participants
wrote in outcomes (“win X” or “lose X”) in the blank fields in a gamble
description with the form: “A 7/36 chance to [blank field] and a 29/36
chance to [blank field].” (The detailed instructions provided to participants are included in Appendix B.)

55.6% (35/63) of participants in the W9/W0 condition did so
(p < .0001, φ = 0.42).
The framing of the initial gamble – where the second outcome is
either “win $0” or “lose $0” – thus has a clear effect on interpretations
of the rating scale (what counts as a low-rated or a high-rated gamble
on the scale?). After seeing the W9/L0 gamble, participants are far
more likely to assume that Win/Lose gambles are included in the reference set, and far less likely to assume that Win/Win gambles are. The
different reference sets induced by the two initial gambles, in turn,
explain the enhanced attractiveness ratings observed in the “lose $0”
frame.

5.2. Results and discussion

Thus far we have tested the competing accounts in part by manipulating gamble descriptions and seeing how this affects which reference
sets are apparently evoked. In Experiment 5, we reversed the process:
We manipulated a gamble’s reference set to see how this affects the
gamble's description. The evoked reference set account assumes that
gamble descriptions evoke certain reference sets because the descriptions are a signal from a speaker (the experimenter, in this case) about
the reference set. For example, it assumes that speakers are more likely
to describe a $0 outcome as “win $0” (rather than “lose $0”) when the
gambles in the reference set consist of wins, compared to when the
gambles in the set consist of both wins and losses. We noted earlier that
the objective components of a gamble provide information about the
reference set from which it was selected (e.g., a gamble involving wins
and losses could not have been sampled from a set of gambles involving
only wins). Adapting a frame selection task used in earlier research on
“information leakage” (Sher & McKenzie, 2006), the current experiment tests the prediction that how a gamble is framed also provides
information about the relevant reference set. If the prediction is confirmed, it would indicate that the reference sets that different gamble
descriptions evoke are not only predictable, but reasonable.

6. Experiment 5

We first consider attractiveness ratings in the initial task.
Replicating the results of Experiment 1, participants again gave higher
mean ratings to the W9/L0 gamble (M = 15.2) than to the W9/W0
gamble (M = 9.0), t(127) = 5.72, p < .001, d = 1.01.
Next, we turn to the examples of gambles that would receive low
and high ratings on the attractiveness scale. We classified each gamble
(1-rated and 19-rated) according to the sign of the objective values
(win, lose, zero) of its two outcomes. (Note that “win 0” and “lose 0” are
coded equivalently as objective zero outcomes, because we are interested in whether reference sets contain different gambles in the two
conditions, not in whether participants describe the same gambles
differently.) For example, if a gamble included one win and one zero
outcome (in either order), it would be coded as a “Win/Zero” gamble,
while a gamble in which both outcomes involved positive gains would
be coded as a “Win/Win” gamble.
The distributions of participants’ 1-rated and 19-rated gambles are
summarized in Tables 1 (for the W9/L0 condition) and 2 (for the W9/
W0 condition). Note that cells farther to the right and lower down in
the tables correspond to better reference sets. To ask whether losses are
more likely to be included in reference sets for the W9/L0 gamble, we
focus first on the proportion of participants for whom at least one
gamble included at least one objective loss component (i.e., Win/Lose,
Lose/Zero, or Lose/Lose). In the W9/L0 condition, 86.4% (57/66) of
participants provided at least one gamble with a possible loss, while in
the W9/W0 condition, only 49.2% (31/63) of participants provided at
least one gamble with a possible loss (p < .0001, two-tailed Fisher’s
exact test, φ = 0.40). That is, the use of a loss frame in the focal gamble
tends to draw losses into the reference set that defines the attractiveness
scale. A second noteworthy contrast between the distributions shown in
Tables 1 and 2 concerns the frequency of Win/Win gambles, in which
both outcomes are non-zero gains. In the W9/L0 condition, only 15.2%
(10/66) of participants generated at least one Win/Win example, while

6.1. Method
Participants were 110 UCSD undergraduate students who received
partial course credit (66% female, mean age = 20). They read over a
table of 12 gambles with the knowledge that one of the gambles would
be selected and they would have to describe that gamble to a friend,
who would then decide whether to play the gamble. (For details, see
Appendix C.) The gambles in the table were composed of two possible
outcomes and their probabilities (e.g., Gamble 10 was a 7/36 chance of
$9 and a 29/36 chance of $0). The first outcome was always a gain (i.e.,
a positive dollar amount). Participants randomly assigned to the Win/
Win condition (n = 55) saw gambles whose second outcome was almost
always a gain (only 2 of the 12 values were negative), whereas those in

Table 1
Frequencies of 1- and 19-rated gamble examples in the W9/L0 condition (n = 66).
19-Rated Gamble

1-Rated Gamble

Lose/Lose

Lose/Zero

Win/Lose

Zero/Zero

Win/Zero

Win/Win

Lose/Lose

0

0

0

0

Lose/Zero

0

0

0

0

0

Zero/Zero

0

0

Win/Zero

0

0

0

Win/Win

0

0

1
(1.5%)
0

5
(7.6%)
19
(28.8%)
1
(1.5%)
6
(9.1%)
0

2
(3.0%)
0

Win/Lose

3
(4.5%)
6
(9.1%)
15
(22.7%)
0

8

0
0

0

6
(9.1%)
0
2
(3.0%)
0
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Table 2
Frequencies of 1- and 19-rated gamble examples in the W9/W0 condition (n = 63).
19-Rated Gamble

1-Rated Gamble

Lose/Lose

Lose/Zero

Win/Lose

Zero/Zero

Win/Zero

Win/Win

Lose/Lose

0

0

0

0

0

Lose/Zero

0

0

0

0

Win/Lose

0

0

0

Zero/Zero
Win/Zero

0
0

0
0

Win/Win

0

0

5
(7.9%)
0
2
(3.2%)
2
(3.2%)

1
(1.6%)
11
(17.5%)
0
9
(14.3%)
0

1
(1.6%)
0

the Win/Lose condition (n = 55) saw gambles whose second outcome
was never a gain. In the latter case, 11 of the 12 second outcomes were
negative, and one (Gamble 10) was $0. The two tables were identical
except that all the positive second outcomes in the Win/Win table were
made negative by placing a negative (−) sign in front of each to create
the Win/Lose table. Gamble 10, however, was identical in both tables.
After reading the table, participants were asked to describe Gamble
10 to a friend (see Appendix C). They had to fill in the probability,
dollar value, and circle the valence (win vs. lose) for both outcomes. For
half of the participants, “win” was on top and “lose” was on the bottom;
this was reversed for the other half. The key dependent measure was
how often participants described the second outcome as a chance to
“win” $0 vs. “lose” $0.

0
0
0

9
(14.3%)
0
21
(33.3%)
2
(3.2%)

lose) evoke different reference sets for comparison (Kahneman & Miller,
1986; Leong et al., 2019; McGraw et al., 2010; see also Biernat et al.,
1991). When evaluating a single gamble in isolation on the subjective
attractiveness scale, participants must answer the implicit question,
“How attractive compared to what?”. Because the standard gamble
(W9/W0) involves only wins, participants are more likely to compare it
to other gambles involving only wins. However, adding a small loss
(W9/L0.05) or reframing the neutral outcome as a zero loss (W9/L0)
results in a different reference set for comparison, namely, gambles
involving wins and losses. The downward-shifted reference set in the
two loss conditions elevates the rated attractiveness of any fixed
gamble, resulting in a small loss advantage. The evoked reference set
account predicts a specific order of attractiveness judgments (W9/
W0 < W9/L0.05 < W9/L0) that was confirmed in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2 added two new conditions to examine the effect of
adding a small loss to the risk of a $9 loss. The affective evaluability
account predicts that the small loss should make the $9 loss more
evaluable and therefore make the gamble less attractive. By contrast,
the evoked reference set account predicts that, because the addition of
the small loss shifts the reference set from win-lose to lose-lose gambles,
it should result in an increase in attractiveness ratings. The results
clearly supported the evoked reference set account.
The current evoked reference set account is consistent with
Kahneman and Miller's (1986) norm theory. They speculated that the
standard gamble and the small-loss gamble might evoke different norms
(analogous to reference sets), and our article is the first to report evidence for the account and distinguish it from the competing affective
evaluability account. As we discuss below, we have also extended the
norm theory account by (1) showing that the standard and small-loss
gambles do in fact evoke different reference sets when providing attractiveness ratings, (2) showing that the reference sets evoked by
different gamble descriptions are well-attuned to the effects of reference
sets on speakers’ gamble descriptions, and (3) distinguishing between
psychologically and normatively distinct pathways – scale interpretation and internal representation of value – through which reference sets
may affect evaluation, and we assess their contributions by comparing
ratings with choices and WTP.
Not only does the evoked reference set account naturally explain the
full set of attractiveness ratings, it also casts doubt on the claim that the
effect is counter-normative. Interpreting the subjective, bounded attractiveness scale requires implicitly, if not explicitly, answering the
question of what the range of relevant gambles might be. With only a
single gamble to evaluate, participants can only answer the question in
rough and uncertain terms. They appear to make a parsimonious inference: If the lone gamble includes references to both wins and losses,
participants are far more likely to assume that win-lose gambles are
included in the reference set, and far less likely to assume that win-win

6.2. Results and discussion
Three participants were excluded from the analysis because they did
not fully complete the questionnaire. In the Win/Win condition, 64% of
participants described the $0 outcome as “win $0”, whereas in the Win/
Lose condition, only 24% did so, χ2(1, N = 107) = 17.44, p < .001,
φ = 0.40. As expected, in a context primarily involving gains, the $0
outcome was more likely to be described as winning nothing compared
to a context involving gains and losses. This indicates that describing
the second outcome as “win nothing” – as the standard gamble does –
should signal to the listener that the relevant reference set of gambles
primarily involves gains (rather than gains and losses). Similarly, describing the outcome as “lose nothing” should signal that the reference
set of gambles involves a mixture of gains and losses (rather than only
gains).
7. General Discussion
The present studies build on an intriguing finding reported by Slovic
et al. (2002), in which adding a small loss to a gamble increases its
judged attractiveness. Since the small-loss gamble is strictly worse than
the standard gamble, these between-subjects results are puzzling. Slovic
et al. and Bateman et al. (2007) appealed to the affect heuristic to explain the finding, with the idea being that adding the small loss makes
the $9 outcome affectively evaluable. Bateman et al. also presented a
gamble to participants with the second outcome described as “lose
nothing” rather than “win nothing”, and ratings were even higher, even
though affective evaluability is presumably held constant for these two
$0-outcome gambles. Bateman et al. instead suggested that the more
positive tone of “lose nothing” compared to “win nothing” explained
the difference.
We proposed that the pattern of results can be explained more
parsimoniously by positing that different outcome valences (win vs.
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gambles are (Experiment 4). This inference from gamble frame to underlying reference set seems to be ecologically appropriate. We showed
in Experiment 5 that these logically equivalent gamble frames leak
reference set information: Speakers are more likely to describe a $0
outcome as “win $0” (rather than “lose $0”) when the other gambles in
a reference set involve primarily wins as opposed to when the other
gambles in the set involve a mixture of wins and losses.
However, there are two ways in which evoked reference sets can influence subjective ratings – via the interpretation of the scale, or via the
internal representation of the gamble’s value (Fig. 1). While the scale interpretation route is both necessary and normatively unproblematic, effects on perceived value are psychologically plausible but not compatible
with standard normative models of choice. We attempted to determine the
extent to which each route is affecting ratings by studying choice and
WTP, which eliminate the rating scale interpretation route. We found that
the effects of the gamble on attractiveness ratings were robust and consistent, while the effects on choices were relatively weak and often statistically non-significant in Experiments 1 and 2, and there was no significant effect on WTP in Experiment 3. Nonetheless, even when effects on
choices (and WTP in Experiment 3) were not significant, they were always
in the direction predicted by evoked reference sets. Thus, our data suggest
that evoked reference sets have some influence on choice, but the effect
may be relatively small and inconsistent. These results are interesting not
just with respect to choices per se, but also their implications for attractiveness ratings. Because the choice task eliminates rating scale interpretation, the effects on choice indicate that evoked reference sets influence the internal representation of value. However, in the ratings task,
both scale interpretation and inflated internal representation of value are
potential routes to a small loss effect, and the effects on ratings are large
and consistent, suggesting that much of the work is being done by scale
interpretation.
If the choice effect is real, it suggests a subjective contrast effect,
whereby inferior evoked reference sets enhance the perceived value of
the target gamble (broken arrow in Fig. 1). Though we do not posit a
specific mechanism for such a subjective contrast effect, it is compatible
with several models of evaluation and choice in the literature. According
to range-frequency theory, an inferior reference set for the evaluation of
gamble outcomes would improve the range-normalized position as well
as the percentile of both outcomes, leading to enhanced perception of the
the value of the gamble as a whole (Mellers & Cooke, 1994). Alternatively, effects on the internal representation of value could be explained via decision by sampling (DbS) theory, according to which the
gamble’s gains are ordinally compared to a sample of other possible gains
stored in memory, while losses are similarly compared to remembered
losses (Stewart et al., 2006; Walasek & Stewart, 2015, 2019). The more
often an outcome comes out ahead in these binary comparisons, the
greater its subjective value. Assuming that the “lose” (“win”) frame invites comparison of the small outcome to other losses (wins), small-loss
gambles should be subjectively superior. We note, however, that while
the DbS mechanism could generate effects on choice (which we sometimes found) and WTP (which we did not find), it seems less relevant to
the target gamble’s effect on interpretations of low and high rating scale
levels in Experiment 4. Importantly, this sizeable effect on scale interpretation suffices to explain the effects on attractiveness ratings that we
consistently found.
The model in Fig. 1 distinguishes between a gamble’s objective
content (probabilities and outcomes) and how it is described (e.g., “win
0” vs. “lose 0”). Both components may convey relevant information
about the underlying reference set. Information conveyed by the objective content is consistent with the “options as information” model
(Sher & McKenzie, 2014), which provides a rational analysis of some
apparently counter-normative context effects in human decision
making. Researchers often compare decisions and evaluations across
different choice sets, and regard inconsistent ordering across contexts as

evidence for irrationality. However, when – as is often the case in these
studies – the natural space of options is poorly known, participants may
reasonably treat the choice set as a sample from this space. Different
choice sets may then lead to different inferences, which may in turn
lead to different preferences. For example, joint-separate reversals
occur when option A is rated higher than B when each is evaluated
separately (i.e., between-subjects), but B is rated higher than A when
evaluated jointly (i.e., within-subjects; e.g. Hsee, 1996). However, Sher
and McKenzie (2014) showed that these findings are accounted for by a
rational model in which judges learn from the presented options (about
the distribution of attribute values) and update their preferences accordingly: Participants drew markedly different inferences from different (separate and joint) evaluation sets, and, when these inferences
were presented as background information to a different group of
participants, they sufficed to reproduce the joint-separate effect. A similar analysis has been applied to apparently intransitive choice behavior, in which choices made in multiple pairwise contexts are not
compatible with a single underlying preference order (Müller-Trede,
Sher, & McKenzie, 2015), and the phenomenon of asymmetric dominance, in which the addition of a third inferior “decoy” option to a
“core” two-option choice set systematically alters preferences over the
core options (Kamenica, 2008; Prelec, Wernerfelt, & Zettlemeyer, 1997;
Ratneshwar, Shocker, & Steward, 1987; Sher, Müller-Trede, &
McKenzie, Unpublished manuscript). In these tasks, as in the gamble
evaluation task, participants draw different – and reasonable – inferences depending on the specific options presented to them, and their
expressed preferences and attitudes reflect this.
The influence of the gamble’s description in Fig. 1, on the other hand,
is an example of “information leakage”, a normative framework we
have developed to explain some framing effects (Sher & McKenzie,
2006, 2008, 2011; see also Keren, 2007; McKenzie, 2004; McKenzie,
Liersch, & Finkelstein, 2006; McKenzie & Nelson, 2003; Teigen &
Karevold, 2005). The approach uses conversational pragmatics to shed
light on why logically equivalent utterances result in different listener
behavior (Grice, 1975; Hilton, 1995; Schwarz, 1994). Generally, the
fact that a speaker (e.g., experimenter) chooses to describe an option or
outcome in a particular way (e.g., “win 0” vs. “lose 0”, or beef that is
“85% lean” vs. “15% fat”) can convey relevant information to listeners.
For example, a new medical treatment that leads to more survivors than
other treatments is relatively likely to be described as leading to a “50%
survival rate” (rather than a “50% mortality rate”). That is, the distribution of other treatments’ efficacy influences a speaker’s choice of
description. Furthermore, listeners are sensitive to the speaker’s choice
of description. When a new treatment is described as having a “50%
survival rate”, listeners are relatively likely to infer that other treatments lead to lower survival rates. That is, describing a treatment in
terms of its “survival rate” triggers an inference to a reference set of less
effective treatments.
When seemingly inconsequential changes to the decision environment affect judgments and decisions, the result is usually construed as
evidence of irrationality. However, it is necessary to rule out the possibility that the change in context provides information that a rational
actor would utilize (Sher & McKenzie, 2008, 2011), and it is well known
that decision makers can be sensitive to even subtle changes in context
(e.g., Payne et al., 1993). In this spirit, the present model distinguishes
between normative and non-normative ways in which adding a small
loss to a gamble can increase its attractiveness when evaluated in isolation. Data from our five experiments suggest that the higher attractiveness ratings for the dominated, small-loss gamble make sense, in
part, because participants are making parsimonious inferences about
the range of outcomes given the single gamble presented to them. This,
in turn, influences the interpretation of the subjective rating scale in
reasonable ways. Data from choices, however, indicate that the evoked
context can also influence the internal representation of value, though
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this non-normative effect is much less robust in the present task. Adding
a possible small loss does not just make a gamble slightly worse. It also
conveys information about the task-relevant comparison set, relative to
which the same gamble may emerge as far better.
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Appendix A. Experiment 3 stimuli

After brief directions, participants in the two attractiveness ratings conditions answered the question below. Participants saw the second component of the gamble with either “win $0.00” or “lose $0.05”:
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Participants in the two WTP conditions answered the question below. Participants saw the second component of the gamble with either “win
$0.00” or “lose $0.05”:
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Appendix B. Experiment 4 stimuli
After participants rated the attractiveness of either the W9/W0 standard gamble or the W9/L0 gamble, they were presented with the following
(with “win $0.00” replaced with “lose $0.00” in the W9/L0 condition):

Appendix C. Experiment 5 stimuli
After a short page of general instructions, participants read the following on page 2:
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On the third page was the table listing 12 gambles and further instructions. Below is the table presented to the “Win/Win” participants. The table
presented to the “Win/Lose” participants was identical except that all of the non-zero values in the Outcome 2 column were negative (i.e., were
losses).

On the next page, participants were presented with the following (though for half the participants the options to be circled had “lose” on top and
“win” on the bottom):
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Appendix D. Supplementary material
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2019.104043.
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